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Set aside 2 minutes to read this and watch a 20 minute video. It will truly astonish you, no
matter how cynical you may be when it comes to the so-called ‘war on terror’, Iraq, Syria
and many other conflicts around the world.

Craig  Murray  is  an  author,  broadcaster  and  human  rights  activist.  He  was  a  British
Ambassador. While Ambassador to Uzbekistan he accused the Karimov administration of
human rights  abuses,  which  he  argued  was  a  step  against  the  wishes  of  the  British
government.  Murray  complained  to  the  Foreign  and  Commonwealth  Office  in  November
2002, again in early 2003 and in June 2004 that intelligence linking the Islamic Movement of
Uzbekistan to al-Qaeda was unreliable, immoral and illegal, as it was thought to have been
obtained  through  torture.  He  described  this  as  “selling  our  souls  for  dross”.  He  was
subsequently removed from his ambassadorial post on 14 October 2004 by Tony Blair’s
government.

The UK sent ground troops into Sierra Leone
during a bitter civil war, yet has neglected to
intervene in either Sudan or Zimbabwe, two
countries of greater repression and suffering;
and  now Syria  is  left  unaided  despite  the
military  support  in  Libya  –  British  and
American citizens are not privy to the truth.

Murray exposes the plan to build a gas pipeline over Afghanistan when George W Bush
signed the construction deal whilst his father George H Bush was a member of the board of
the pipeline construction company.In this video, Murray talks about how the same people
turn out  to  be behind the same wars  in  very different  parts  of  the world.  In  part,  he talks
about how the USA was in collusion with some of the most dreadful dictatorships in the
world whilst the CIA were using them for ‘extraordinary rendition’ or torture programmes.
The reasons for these alliances were that U.S. companies were monopolising the natural
resources of entire countries. But there’s more to it than that.

Murray continues with his experience negotiating the peace talks in war-torn Sierra Leone
which Britain subsequently invaded. He explains why ‘humanitarian’ military intervention is
a lie and why diplomacy doesn’t work because of powerful individuals in the background
with a different agenda.
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What is startling about Murray’s revelations is that Tony Blair’s war in Sierra Leone was
nothing to do with humanitarian intervention and everything to do with money, no matter
what the consequences. This may not surprise you given what we now know about Blair.
What might surprise you though is that Murray goes on to accuse individuals in senior
government positions with the power to make decisions who were also board members of
private companies set to benefit from those decisions. One individual in the U.S. State Dept
who was supposedly negotiating a peace deal was also the chair of a resource company that
had serious financial  interests,  where war benefited his  company,  whilst  at  the same time
being the founding partner of another company that devised the extraordinary rendition or
torture programme being conducted in that same country. Murray names the guilty.

There is another revelation in this short video that should utterly astound everyone about
Tony  Blair’s  war  in  Sierra  Leone.  Murray  makes  the  case  that  a  senior  member  of
Blair’s government, the Secretary of State for International Development at the time was
also  a  member  of  the  board  of  Sierra  Leone’s  only  titanium  mine.   Murray  names
and accuses this individual of refusing the resources (along with the American’s) to help
make the Sierra Leone peace deal work, which culminated in Britain’s (what turned out to
be a pre-planned) invasion and the subsequent deaths of countless thousands. Ironically,
this  person  is  today  the  UN  Under-Secretary-General  for  Humanitarian  Affairs  and
Emergency Relief Coordinator, is now a Life Peer, Leader of the House of Lords and Lord
President of the Council.

Murray finishes off with a few words about why peaceful  resolution of conflicts around the
world will not stop whilst western countries retain their current political and economic power
structures.  He  suggests  that  a  tiny  number  of  evil  people  truly  aspire  to  gain  total
domination of the world’s resources and are at the centre of much of the needless death
and destruction across the planet.

Watch the video, it is truly breathtaking.
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